
viewneo® Diwa
A DISPLAY CONTROLLED BY THE CLOUD 

Things are always changing in the restaurant business, like your menu. When you offer everything 
from breakfast to happy hour and romantic dinner specials, you have to juggle different menus. 

But there has to be an easier way than having to print new menus every time there is a change. 
With the viewneo Diwa, you can save both time and money. Thanks to the cloud connection, you 
can adjust the content on each display in just one step. Combining digital and simplicity, as easy as 
writing on a chalkboard. 

Advantages of the viewneo Diwa

Use timers to automate content changes

Control individually or as a group

Write and transfer content via app, or in 
the viewneo CMS

WiFi connectivity

Energy-efficient E-Paper Display

Lithium-ion battery for extended battery life

Easy to read in direct sunlight

High-quality custom materials designed to 
match any decor
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High-quality Aluminum frame 
with a brushed or grooved finish

Integrated microcontroller with 
built-in WiFi allows for local 
and worldwide control

High-quality stand available in 
walnut, oak, or even bamboo. 
Alternatively, in concrete to match 
a variety of different decors

Power saving E-Paper Display 
is readable in even the brightest 
sunlight

From one device to a hundred, 
connect your content with 
an app on an iPad or with the 
viewneo CMS

Easily integrate with
Digital Signage

viewneo Diwa can be connected with the 
viewneo Digital Signage cloud. This means 
that you can use your content across all of 
your platforms, including digital menu boards.

It also helps to improve corporate 
communication by allowing all created 
content to be saved for future use. 

Additionally, corporate design guidelines 
can be shared across multiple geographic 
locations to allow for easier central 
management. 

Technology packaged in an elegant design
Digitization with the charm of chalkboard


